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So, you see ages .. on ages... So, the word - OULAM IS not a word

which in itself proves -eternity. I had a paper once, and it said, this word

means eternity, and can no other word in Hebrew express the idea of eternity.

That.Is not quite true, because the word itself means age, andage may be identical

with culam, but neither of them means eternity. That is a philosophical content.

And it will not necessarily have a word which means ... the average people

if you give a word; for eternity, if you are asked to give a word -existentialism,

you -ask them 0' to give you a word for infinity, what do the average person say

concerning infinity? existentialism? They express phiIospphical eeept

content. This word is-- OUIAM is a concept with which he is familiar to

it. t4e- Yw look far as far as you can see.., you /-.look at the row, at the

road.., then they, the sides looking coming together ... 'p" look at the track,

and they look ,.. these are the men of OUIAM, it is said in Genesis. Way,

and wqy back. So, this word expresses a very, very' long ti m', When you

db1e the word, age and age, .. . but it is still. further ahead... that

infinity has not begun to ... It is still further ahead... Thffluity has begun

from the statement, not from the ... jts t great.., just the word doe's nct

it is much more ... just. great does not get to the word... It is)( a very, very

long time. And so that this is ... this word Heseq th ... is -a very,

very long time. And this word (Héseth) you translate which is not a.

bad. translation for heseth,. 0 It is a hard word to translate..,. The word

heseth... you translate goodness which is not a bad translation at-all... It is

a pretty hard word to trau ate -exactly, the word HSTH. The,.professor
of Cincinnati

President of the Hebrew Union CoUeg/wrbte a. thesis about

40 years ago, In which he said, that HESTH represents the carrying oin nil.
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